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The Man With the Golden Torc
‘My Secret Life’ is a dark work of Victorian erotica, and an explicit memoir of
unspoken desires in the English class system – encapsulating the joy of hidden sins
in an age of moral fervour.

Property of a Lady Faire
Dr. Michael Lee, smart and literate, is the chairman of ophthalmology at a major
California hospital. He may be up for a Nobel Prize. Without wanting to, he has
fallen madly in love with a beautiful young Marine recruiter - who happens to be his
son's girlfriend. Worst of all, for 40 years his life has been controlled by a deadly
secret - a secret that even he has all wrong.

DR. DOA
"Jim Snow and Alice James of the James & James Detective Agency have a new
client. His administrative assistant contacted them by mistake--but that won't
prevent them from taking on this challenging case. Their new client is a criminal
defense attorney, retained by a close childhood friend of his, murder suspect Lee
Hund. The murder victim, Curt Hund, the suspect's brother, was found shot to
death in his bed after the last of the guests left a reunion party at his home on the
west side of Las Vegas. The two brothers were business partners, owners and
managers of cheap motels in South Dakota, and one on the fringe of downtown Las
Vegas, the Wagon Wheel Motel. Together the brothers organized and hosted the
Hund extended family reunion, taking place over the Labor Day weekend in Las
Vegas. The festivities are a smashing success until Curt Hund reveals some
startling news at the banquet podium-and ends up dead later that night."--Back
cover.

Only In His Sweetest Dreams
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For Heaven's Eyes Only
From the New York Times bestselling author of From a Drood to a Kill comes the
next Secret Histories adventure The name is Drood, Eddie Drood, also known as
Shaman Bond. My family has been safeguarding humanity for generations, facing
the hidden horrors of the world so you can sleep at night and remain oblivious to
the existence of the monstrous nightmares that walk and stalk among us. Speaking
of predatory night terrors, there is a man who gets away with murder. A man who
specializes in removing the problems from other people’s lives, by killing the
people who cause those problems. He operates from the darkest shadows of the
hidden world, coming and going unseen. No-one knows who he is, just his nomme
du muerte. Dr. DOA. Somehow, this demented doc poisoned me. I don’t know how
he did it, when or where, but whatever is coursing through my veins seems to be
immune to magic cures and treatments. But that’s not going to stop me from
finding him and whoever hired him and give them both a taste of their own
medicine

The Secret to Lifetime Love
In a far corner of the universe, two intelligent insects races, the bee-like Polistine
and the Beetleguise have been engaged in a bitter war that has lasted 500 years.
In fact, the only place in the universe were they are able to co-exist is on the the
asteroid prison, Minerva, home to the worst alien criminals in the galaxy. Even with
their inability to end this conflict, both races are faced with the knowledge that
greater threats are on the horizon. First, an ancient gem with an insatiable appetite
for energy has awaken from its long slumber. The only thing standing in its' way is
Astral Engineer Kasidy Vulkner and the crew of the Mjolnir. Second, the tyrannical
warlord Diabolix is making his way back into this dimension with plans for galactic
conquest. And the only being that can stop him is an Abomination.

The Fool's Truth
If your mum vanished on Bonfire Night how far would you go to find the truth?
Timothy Shaw travels 300 years into the past, battling DECEIVERS - creatures that
shift between human and bird form - in a supernatural race against time to unravel
his mum's disappearance and unlock a dark secret. A secret that holds the key to
the survival of mankind itself

The Enforcer's Secret Vampire
-a Delta Force romance story- Kurt fights as a sniper for Delta Force, the most
skilled operators in any military. Out on the edge, the line often blurs. This time he
sees the edge clearly, and must walk right past it. Mira has worked as Kurt’s
spotter in Iraq, Yemen, and a dozen other places. This time they are taking on a
“friendly” power, but no question exists—her place lies at his side. There exists a
truth that they must learn, a truth fit For Her Dark Eyes Only.

The Open Court
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"Don't go around measurin' yourself by other people's rulers. 'Cause you'll never
measure up." For most people, life is kind of like feeling around in the dark,
stumbling into things and hoping they get what they think they want from what's
around them. And if they don't get it, they just keep at it the same old way, but
hoping for something different. But what if you could learn about life before
making mistakes? In Oak Park, Virginia, where the story takes place, life is both
familiar and unpredictable, "just like any other place on earth with smart and
simple people, pretty and ugly people, uppity and lowly folks. Somebody is always
in some mess that they had no business in, or caught up in something they never
expected." When her adopted granddaughter, Ruby Gray, asks her about love,
Miss Lucky, through her hard-won wit and wisdom, imparts to her the secrets to life
and the essence of love.

Eyes
Reunion
Erin, January and Mouse live in a children's home, Whitegates. They often dream of
escape, and frequently journey into the outside world. Running away is something
they know all about. But this time January builds a raft, and the three of them head
precariously down river. Towards the Black Middens. This time they might never
come back. When they stumble across a disused factory and its strange
inhabitants - Grampa and Heaven Eyes - they wonder if they'll even have the
choice. Heaven Eyes is the girl who should have drowned at sea. The mysterious
girl desperately searching for her family, hoping that these three might be the
family she has lost. She has a secret history only Grampa knows. And does he trust
these three invaders enough to tell them? Erin feels a sisterly responsibility for
Heaven Eyes, Mouse longs to belong anywhere and anyhow, but January thinks
Grampa's a murderer. Whatever happens, all three have a part to play. . . A
stunning novel from the author of the modern children's classic Skellig - winner of
the Carnegie Medal and the Whitbread Children's Book Award. David Almond is
also winner of the 2010 Hans Christian Andersen award.

Letterbox
This beautifully written half-memoir, half-essay, explores the realities of Papa
God’s love for you, your identity as His beloved child and heirs, and the
transformation of your vision of yourself, others, and world events that this
revelation of your place in the divine family brings. Poignant personal reflections
are woven artfully with metaphors, personal stories, and an eclectic smattering of
quotes and movie references. You, too, are invited to reflect and discover your own
divine encounter. You will learn how to see through Heaven’s eyes—through the
Father’s eyes—and that look of love will transform everything, including: God.
Yourself. Other people. Your family. Your enemies. The end times. Seeing Through
Heaven’s Eyes is powerfully presented and will bless and free you to experience a
deeper relationship with Father God.

Once Upon a Darker Time
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Jeffery Adams wakes up alone in a small white room, no memories, no recollections
of his past. The only clue that suggests a past he shouldn't want to remember is a
long red scar running down the left side of his face. When a bald man with a
bulging head and a girl Jeffery's age enter the room, they inform him that he's
been brought to Hero Central, an artificial cloud housing many individuals with
super-human powers. They suspect that he may possess unique abilities that
enable him to train at the school there: The Institute for Super-Human Education.
He soon discovers the forgotten alias "Darkblade" and learns that he can control
the physical manifestation of fear, a substance known as Dark Matter. However, as
he soon finds out, things are not as great as they seem. Nightmares of a living
shadow plague Jeffery when he sleeps. A curious student from the "evil" Pravus
Track at the Institute shows an unusual interest in Jeffery and an extremely
intelligent scientist named Brainiac would like nothing more than to throw him off
the cloud. As memories of a not-so-perfect past begin to resurface, Jeffery grows
more and more suspicious of the leadership on Hero Central and even of his two
"friends" Shooting Star and Zap. His suspicions draw him closer and closer to the
metropolis of Union City, but what awaits him there may be even worse than the
goings-on at Hero Central. In his debut novel, author Lawrence Silveira
demonstrates the gray areas in the battle between good and evil. And of course,
things may not always turn out as expected.

The Spy Who Haunted Me
Eddie Drood, a shaman field agent responsible for protecting mankind, discovers
that his entire family has been banished to an alternate dimension.

Daemons are Forever
An illustrated, symbolic short story for young adults and adults about seeing. It is
also about finding a simple perspective of nature amid the complexity of human
thinking and new understandings.

The Open Court
A compass is a very helpful tool-as long as its wielder knows the direction he wants
to go. This wasn't often the case in the sixties in America, when many felt
directionless, with an unpopular war that had the country's moral compass
spinning. "Hope Points North" is a coming-of-age experience that takes place on
Long Island during this turbulent period. Of the three boys, Chris McKellar is the
conventional one of the group-the glue that binds the troubled Teddy and smart,
introverted Charlie together. The story is Chris's adult recollection of the time when
he, Teddy, and Charlie decide to travel on their own to Grumman Aerospace
Company, the builders of the Lunar Excursion Model-the craft that will eventually
deliver man to the moon. Just as the boys embark on their journey, the darkhearted preacher Lovejoy ambushes them. Teddy's grandpa has amassed a secret
fortune, but it's no secret to Lovejoy, who is seducing Teddy's mother and will do
anything to get the money. But the boys resist the preacher's attack in a way that
leaves him dead in the creekor so they think. In shock, they follow their compass,
toward the fraternity of hopes, dreams and, unsuspectingly, manhood.
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A Marriage Made in Heaven
Closely guarded secrets; never spoken past the grave. Where life in an era prior
Emalia's rise to glory. Spanned two generations held deceptions. Forging a crest
under which blood stained root foundations. Shamefully shielded trough society
valves whose, self-glorified honour held a reputation built a claim owing to
namesake. Bear witness cleverly cloaked lies legitimised to man's word. whence in
a dark time, where common men crafted a destiny seizing opportunity to fortune.
None would have thought possible. Thus, lives the epic tale of the Hill family from
which one man, whom, stole birth-rites conducting treachery through a plan
cunningly devised. Unfolding to thou eyes as thou behold Emalia's rise to glory
through the deeds of men!

The Wildness Within and the Tree of Eyes
In this three-volume sensation novel, a social-climbing young wife arouses
suspicion when there appears to be more to her than meets the eye. Originally
published in the 1860s, the work is considered an early precursor of the detective
novel.

Treasure Identifying Divine Eyes
The adventure continues in Book II of the Chronicles of the Secret Prince from
award-winning author, MJ Bell.Deston Lespérance assumed that once he defied the
odds and bested Grossard, the malicious solitary faerie who imprisoned his
parents, he and his family would live 'happily-ever-after' in the land of Tir na-nÓg.
That's how stories end in the movies. But this wasn't a movie, and fitting in with
the fae and accessing his new found powers is not as automatic as he expected it
to be. If that wasn't enough, he also discovers Grossard has survived the collapse
of the chantry and is more resolved than ever to destroy his family and the high
realm. And this time Grossard might actually succeed, for he is not alone. Mordred,
an old adversary of the light, has joined forces with Grossard and together they
plan to retrieve the Shard of Erebus and unleash the darkness, which has lain
dormant since shortly after the creation of the earth. Deston realizes he isn't
equipped to take on a powerful sorcerer and an evil faerie, but destiny waits for no
one, not even the secret Prince of Tir na-nÓg. So ready or not, he's drawn into a
new quest and must locate and destroy the Shard before Grossard and Mordred
can get to it. With only his dreams to guide him and Margaux to help him figure out
the clues, he heads out on another epic adventure, fully aware the stakes are
higher than ever. But little does he know the sacrifices he'll be required to make.
As his world crumbles around him and his friends fall, he hangs onto one glimmer
of hope-that the fae power and strength truly does reside within him; and that he
can actually become the hero the fae claim him to be.

Secrets Behind Those Eyes
Carrollton Timbbrr, CT, art gallery owner and part-time sleuth, is content to be a
business owner in the Ozark town of East Aby. Although he can't seem to make it
through the day without making a few enemies. Mostly the local bluegrass
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musicians. Then Zhanna, a local Assassin and road repair crew supervisor, enters
his life. Can CT still find love and contentment while bring pursued by International
killers, Ozark bikers, deadly diva's, and blood-thirsty bluegrass bass players?

Sorrow Hill
Joshua Devine is the third son of the Alpha of Asphalt Bay. He's a bit of a loner and
an outcast in his father's eyes. He wants to gain his father's approval but he isn't
sure that will ever happen. So, he looks for approval elsewhere by searching for his
fated mate. But, Josh has his work cut out for him since his sense of smell isn't
what it should be Kira McAlister is a vampire musician. He travels from country to
country playing in paranormal clubs and bars with his rock band. After centuries of
doing the same thing he's ready to find his beloved and settle in one place. No
more groupies and a local crowd are all he's looking for so when his band lands in
Asphalt Bay he decides it's the perfect spot. Will Josh find the approval he's looking
for? Will Kira be able to convince Josh that they're mates? Or will it just end in
tragedy?

The Secret Chronicles of East Aby
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern
classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO
DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street.
Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books.
This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY
DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content, including
marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's
writing notebook.

Live and Let Drood
When it comes to supernatural intrigue, nobody does it better than New York Times
bestselling author Simon R. Green. Eddie Drood, at your service. For generations
my family has been keeping humanity safe from the wicked, the nasty, and the
generally not-nice inhuman predators who feed on people’s fear and misery. No
one kicks evil arse better than us Droods—especially yours truly. In fact, my arsekicking skills have come to the attention of the legendary Alexander King,
Independent Agent extraordinaire, who spent a lifetime doing anything and
everything—for the right price. Now he’s on his deathbed, looking to bestow all of
his priceless secrets to a worthy successor. To decide, King challenges six
competitors—myself included—to solve five mysteries all around the world,
figuring that along the way we’ll backstab one another until only one remains. But
I’ve got to win at all costs, because King holds the most important secret of all to
the Droods: the identity of the traitor in our midst.

Awaken the Supernatural You!
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Loretta Marion's debut novel is a twisty page-turner, expertly blending the webs of
mystery, danger and suspense with the alluring possibility of romance from a once
unrequited love.

Moonbreaker
New York Times bestselling author Simon Green introduces a new kind of hero, one
who fights the good fight against some very old foes in the first novel in the Secret
Histories series. The name’s Bond. Shaman Bond. Actually, that's just his cover. His
real name is Eddie Drood, but when your job includes a license to kick supernatural
arse on a regular basis, you find your laughs where you can. For centuries, his
family has been the secret guardian of Humanity, all that stands between all of you
and all of the really nasty things that go bump in the night. As a Drood field agent
he wore the golden torc, he killed monsters, and he protected the world. He loved
his job. Right up to the point where his own family declared him rogue for no
reason. Now, the only people who can help Eddie prove his innocence are the
people he used to consider his enemies From the Paperback edition.

For Her Dark Eyes Only
Look Into My Eyes is an autobiography of one man's life through the lens of
Asperger's syndrome - a high-functioning form of autism spectrum disorder. This
second edition includes a chapter written by the authors wife about what it is like
to be in a relationship with an someone with Asperger's Syndrome, she shares both
the positive aspects, and the challenges. As a small child Dan Jones knew he was
different to other children, they would want to play football and interact with each
other, he would want to crawl around searching for snails keeping himself to
himself. Dan found his own coping strategies to manage his anxieties, discovering
meditation as an eight year old, and hypnosis as a teenager. This book offers a
rare insight into what it is like to live with Asperger's. Dan has a unique
perspective; not only does he have Asperger's, but a large part of his professional
life has been spent working with people with autism spectrum disorder and their
carers.

Darkblade and the Secret Shadow
In the sequel to The Man with the Golden Torc, Eddie Drood is forced to take on
some nasty daemons from another dimension, who arrived in this world at the
behest of the Drood family to help battle the Nazis during World War II and who
have decided that they have no intention of leaving.

Live and Let Drood
This Book is for Mature Audiences 17+********Scarlet Leigh Johnson hasn't had the
easiest life, it's been full of heartbreak and abandonment issues. So when she's
accepted to her dream school in her hometown of Savannah Georgia she's
ecstatic. Only one thing steps in her way. Community Service. She lost her temper
just a little bit and now has to pay her dues. Her plan now, just get through this
and never look back. Go to SCAD and make her dreams come true. That is until the
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biggest, cockiest, smartass she's ever met crosses her path. She doesn't want to
deal with another pre-Madonna rich boy. But behind all of his smartass quips she's
sees the pain he's hiding in his eyes.Ryder Grayton Abbott is a Cotton heir and all
about having a good time. Until one nights good time lands him community
service. His plan is to muscle through it and get it over with. Just a few weeks
building a house and he could go back to working on his farm and having a playboy
lifestyle. Women he loves women, he just doesn't trust them. They all want
something from him. That is until he meets Scarlet. She wants nothing from him
except maybe to kick his ass if he talks to her. He can see the fear that lies deep in
her eyes. He wants her he can't explain it, maybe it's just a self-challenge, since
he's pretty sure she hates him. He knows she doesn't trust him and he's pretty
sure he doesn't blame her.Meet two people that have a bundle of insecurities and
need each other more than they realize.This is the first book in the spin-off series
from the Amazon Bestselling Temptation Series.

The Book Thief
At approximately 09.00hrs on the 15th June 1996, an unassuming white lorry was
parked on Corporation Street in the city centre of Manchester, England; it
contained over 3000 pounds of high explosive. At 11.15hrs the same day,
Manchester witnessed the detonation of the largest device on the British mainland
since the second World War The Irish Republican Army claimed responsibility for
the attack. Based around actual events, LETTERBOX tells the story of Liam Connor,
an ordinary boy brought up in Manchester by a seemingly ordinary family. He goes
to the local school, loves football and has a best friend called Sean an ordinary life!
Unbeknown to Liam, his father, Michael Connor, harbors a dark historic secret,
following a life a lot less ordinary as a furtive, yet high ranking soldier within the
IRA. As a result of extraordinary circumstances, Liam's innocent and carefree world
is shattered when he is exposed to the truth about his family's heritage and then
learns about the tragic death of his father at the hands of the SAS. Consumed with
both hate and the need to seek retribution, Liam is taken to Ireland where he is
intensively trained to become a highly skilled and efficient soldier within the Irish
Republican Army He is 16 years old! Some years later, following the drug-induced
death of his beloved sister, Liam is given the opportunity to exact his revenge on
those he believed should truly be blamed for the tragedies in his life The British
Government! Thus, on the 15th June 1996, it was Liam's responsibility to drive the
bomb laden lorry into the unsuspecting city of Manchester and let the voice of the
IRA be clearly heard And listened to!!

The Secret on the Second Shelf
Lady Audley's Secret
I’m Eddie Drood. AKA Shaman Bond, a member of the Drood family. We Droods
have been holding back the forces of darkness for generations. It’s a hell of a
job—and we’re good at it… But now, the Droods have hit a bad patch, what with
the death of our Matriarch and the discovery that she was killed by one of our own.
It’s left us in more than a bit of disarray, and it goes without saying that those
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forces of darkness are taking advantage of the situation. There’s a Satanic
Conspiracy brewing—one that could throw humanity directly into the clutches of
the Biggest of the Big Bads, forever. Things are looking grim—and here I am, not
able to be of any help. On account of I’m dead…

Hope Points North
A memoir of a PR and Advertising Consultant, her relationship with a singer and
the impact this relationship had on her life over a quarter of a century. It follows
his various trials and tribulations which lead to their separation and to her first
marriage, birth of her son and subsequent divorce. Difficulties presented by a
business partner too fond of alcohol. Later she was reunited with the singer who
still had a somewhat chaotic lifestyle including brushes with the law; in addition to
her advertising work setting up a music company and their continued relationship
until his illness. Maureen Wingham trained in dance and drama before working in
public relations and advertising.

The Eye of Hermes
Eddie Drood, a shaman field agent responsible for protecting mankind, discovers
that his entire family has been banished to an alternate dimension.

Erin's Daughters
New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green has another Secret History to
reveal Call me Drood, Eddie Drood. Some know me as Shaman Bond and most
simply don't want to know me at all. For centuries, my family has been keeping the
things that lurk on the darker side of existence as far away as possible from
humans like you, without you even knowing we're there. Unfortunately for us, not
everybody appreciates what we Droods do. Recently, I personally managed to
survive yet another attempt on my life, but the rest of my relatives weren't so
lucky. My parents are missing in action. My grandfather has been murdered. And
the future of my family lies in the iron grasp of the Lady Faire, an incredibly
seductive, mysterious, and powerful being. She possesses an ancient object that
can save them. I have to steal it from her. Easy enough to say, difficult--and very,
very dangerous--to do

Heaven Eyes
To the "natural thinker" the supernatural is unnatural. But to the person with a
renewed mind, the supernatural becomes the new normal! In this book you will
learn how to renew your mind so that kingdom power becomes natural to you. You
will learn how to overcome ordinary thinking and expectations, and how to connect
to heaven and release kingdom power that flows through you so that you can
create miracles and blessings for yourself and for others - in all areas of life. You no
longer will have to endure pain, suffering, illnesses, unhappiness, loneliness,
financial problems, nor any other problem. This book will show you how to
eliminate these afflictions through the release of kingdom power the betterment of
yourself, your loved ones and mankind! This book reveals the only way to release
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supernatural power and blessings into our life without engaging in dangerous
occult practices and reaping the unwelcome consequences thereof. Once we let go
of traditional thinking and ordinary thinking and replenish our minds with the true
words of God, then we are connected to heaven and kingdom power can flow
through us so that we can create miracles for ourselves and other. Do you REALLY
believe in miracles? Do you know anybody who does? Is there Supernatural
evidence of God's presence today on earth? We will reveal much evidence in this
book. The supernatural is difficult to accept or witness if you have a "natural"
mindset. When you operate and live in the natural your mind refuses to accept
anything that is supernatural. We can experience the kingdom of God right here in
the now when we plug into supernatural power from heaven. When the Lord went
to heaven he delegated to you and I (the church) the honor to expand his kingdom
throughout the earth. The gospel of the kingdom is supernatural because it brings
heaven down to earth. God is a supernatural God and when we are connected with
him we become his representatives to release supernatural power to administer
his works here on earth. In heaven the supernatural is the normal. Heaven is not
this place way out of reach in outer space. Heaven can exist here and now!
Invisible heaven becomes visible here and now when others witness miracles and
healing before their very eyes, through the works of empowered individuals.

Heaven's Chancellery
Lin Xi, the pawnbroker who was about to lose his job, coincidentally obtained a pair
of Heaven's Eyes from the jade pendant his master left behind. He wanted to see
how Lin Xi would grow up, pick up treasures while growing up, and play the strings
of fate. A pair of Heaven's Eyes could detect treasure, avoid disaster, and drive
away evil. However, what secrets did it hide

My Secret Life (Harper Perennial Forbidden Classics)
There is no universally accepted definition of moral damages. The concept is
usually understood in the context of torts that cause psychological harm to a
person that are difficult to quantify. Heaven’s Chancellery uses a fictional narrative
to describe difficulties of obtaining compensation for damages by victims of moral
injustice.

Miss Sue Lucky's Fishin' Secrets
Ride shotgun with a “James Bond–of-the-supernatural”* as the Secret Histories
Novels take you careening through an alternate London where around every corner
a new kind of danger awaits. My name is Eddie Drood, aka Shaman Bond, the very
secret agent. And I am a dead man walking. I’ve been poisoned by Dr. DOA. There
is no cure, no treatment, no chance of a last-minute miracle. So all that is left to
me and my love, Molly Metcalf, is to track down my killer and stop him before he
can murder anyone else. So whether that means fighting a secret army on another
world; or searching for a forgotten weapon in the Museum of Unattached Oddities;
or facing off against Grendel Rex, the Unforgiven God, in the hidden heart of the
Moon, for the terrible secret that is MoonbreakerI will do whatever it takes, while I
still can. Because the game isn’t over till I say it’s over—and I still have one last
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card to play. *SFRevu

Look Into My Eyes: Asperger's, Hypnosis and Me
"All married couples should have it!!" -Austin Durango "Read this and have your
other half read it as well." -Kerri Ann The struggle in communication in which you
find yourself is probably like well-worn ruts in a road. Your efforts to try and drive
out of the ruts or keep from falling back into them will be frustrating. This book is a
tool for the two of you to use together. Best selling authors Rand and Devra
Wooten guide you in understanding and speaking the truth. Learning a new way of
talking to each other is difficult but rewarding. Read through this book and commit
to Speaking and Hearing Truth with each other as a team. You'll discover how to
hear and speak the truth, what to do when you are too upset to talk and how to
avoid "marriage killers." By using this book as a tool you'll learn which
conversations are crucial and how to have them along with other family
strengthening exercises.

Seeing Through Heaven's Eyes
Three women from different generations struggle to understand the nature of love
and family and the complexities of life's choices Dani (Present day) The clues to
understanding her future lie hidden in the past. Solving a 130-year old mystery
may be the only way to understand her life and save her crumbling marriage.
Maggie (Present day) Maggie wants to complete the historical account of her Irish
ancestor's arrival in North Idaho. But there's a piece of family drama missing that
she can't figure out on her own. A tragedy she can't explain. Mariah (1884) Her
head filled with gold dust dreams, Mariah heads west in search of her fortune in
North Idaho's gold rush. Entangled in the lives of two men, neither exactly whom
they appear to be, she makes a choice that will echo through to the present.
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